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Applying Computational Intelligence: How to Create ValueSpringer, 2009
The flow of academic ideas in the area of computational intelligence is impacting industrial practice at considerable speed. Practitioners face the challenge of tracking, understanding and applying the latest techniques, which often prove their value even before the underlying theories are fully understood. This book offers realistic guidelines...
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Genetic Programming Theory and Practice VIII (Genetic and Evolutionary Computation)Springer, 2010

	The work described in this book was first presented at the Eighth Workshop

	on Genetic Programming, Theory and Practice, organized by the Center for the

	Study of Complex Systems at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, May

	20-22, 2010. The goal of this workshop series is to promote the exchange of

	research results and ideas...
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Applied Computing in Medicine and Health (Emerging Topics in Computer Science and Applied Computing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2015

	Applied Computing in Medicine and Health is a comprehensive presentation of on-going investigations into current applied computing challenges and advances, with a focus on a particular class of applications, primarily artificial intelligence methods and techniques in medicine and health.


	Applied computing is the use of...
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Mastering Machine Learning with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master machine learning techniques with R to deliver insights for complex projects


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the application of Machine Learning methods using an extensive set of R packages
	
		Understand the benefits and potential pitfalls of using machine learning methods

...
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Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining: Proceedings of the International IIS: IIPWMВґ05 Conference held in Gdansk, Poland, June 13-16, 2005Springer, 2005
This edited book contains articles accepted for presentation during the conference "Intelligent Information Systems 2005 (IIS 2005) - New Trends in Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining" held in Gdansk, Poland, on June 13-16, 2005. Special attention is devoted to the newest developments in the areas of Artificial Immune...
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Toward Artificial Sapience: Principles and Methods for Wise SystemsSpringer, 2007
The current attempt to emulate human sapience (wisdom) by artificial means should be a step in the right direction beyond the Artificial/Computational Intelligence and Soft Computing disciplines, but is it warranted? Have humans achieved a level of modeling smart systems that justifies talking about sapience-wisdom?
This book presents...
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Information Arts: Intersections of Art, Science, and TechnologyMIT Press, 2001
A new breed of contemporary artist engages science and technology--not just to adopt the vocabulary and gizmos, but to explore and comment on the content, agendas, and possibilities. Indeed, proposes Stephen Wilson, the role of the artist is not only to interpret and to spread scientific knowledge, but to be an active partner in determining the...
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Jacquard's Web: How a Hand-Loom Led to the Birth of the Information AgeOxford University Press, 2007
Circuits from silk? Today's technophiles probably have no idea how much today's computer technology owes to the invention of one ingenuous textile manufacturer in nineteenth-century France. Here, master storyteller James Essinger shows through a series of remarkable and meticulously researched historical connections how the Jacquard loom...
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Sony Alpha DSLR-A700 Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get the results you want from your Sony A700
    With its built-in Super Steady Shot vibration reduction, 12.2 megapixel resolution, and amazingly fast focusing capability, the Sony A700 is a top-drawer camera. Make the most of it with this information-packed guide. You'll learn to use all the controls, refresh your knowledge...
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Constructing Intelligent Agents With Java: A Programmer's Guide to Smarter ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
Add Artificial Intelligence to your Java applications Learn to design and implement agent-based reasoning, modeling, and learning Build your own personal assistants, Web agents, e-commerce agents, and multiagent systems.
Learn how to create intelligent agents that can automate, mediate, and administer basic business functions.

Java...
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Learning XNA 3.0: XNA 3.0 Game Development for the PC, Xbox 360, and ZuneO'Reilly, 2008
Do you have what it takes to become a game developer? With this hands-on book, you'll learn quickly and easily how to develop computer games with Microsoft's XNA 3.0 framework-not just for your PC, but for Xbox 360 and the Microsoft Zune as well. 
  
  Written by an experienced university-level game development instructor, Learning...
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Rule Based Expert Systems: The Mycin Experiments of the Stanford Heuristic Programming ProjectAddison Wesley, 1984
The last seven years have seen the field of artificial intelligence (AI) transformed. This transformation is not simple, nor has it yet run its course. The transformation has been generated by the emergence of expert systems. Whatever exactly these are or turn out to be, they first arose during the 1970s, with a triple claim: to be AI systems that...
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